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DABS MONOPULSE SMRY REPORT

1.0 INTRODUCTION

,,

.

Studies have shorn [1] that beacon surveillance performance required to
support ATC automation can be achieved by minimizing self interference and by
improving resolution of proximate aircraft. Interference can be reduced by
lowering the interrogation rate. Proximate targets can be resolved by interro-
gating each target separately (by an addressed interrogation) so as to separate
their replies in time. There is sufficient time on the up and dow links to
discretely address all targets, even in high traffic densities, if position and
identity can be derived from about two replies per scan.

Azimuth estimation in the current ATCRBS is based upon a beam-splitting
or sliding window process. The estimate accuracy for these techniques is
related to the beamidth/runlength ratio using runlengths of 16 to 20 per scan.
A method that measures azimuth accurately on the basis of a feW replies Per

scan is required.
..:“”.

This capability can be achieved using a monopulse angle estimation system.
I~ortant monopulse considerations are: off-boresight angle estimation using
short (1/2 vsec) pulses; the effects of specular and diffuse multipath signal
return; the effects of overlapping ATCRBS fruit replies, and the problems of
antenna pattern design. These topics have been studied in detail as part of
the Lincoln Laboratory design of the Discrete Address Beacon System (DABS).
This report sumarizes the significant analytical results obtained. In gene-
ral, it has been concluded that the ATC environment does not pose a serious
problem to the use of the monopulse concept for beacon system direction finding
and that sufficient direction finding accuracy can be obtained using a emll
nmber of narrow pulses for each scan.

Sections 2., 3., and 4. Of the repOrt describe antenna characteristics
required tO support monopulse, and sumrize the features of several pOssible

hardware realizations of the monopulse processor. The realization selected is

the so-called half-angle phase comparator which utilizes phase detectors to
produce an unambiguous off-bOresight indication Over a large fractiOn Of the
beawidth. Sections 3. and 4. discuss the effects oi monopulse performance of

interference from various sources and of variOus. antenna design parameters .
The ,impact of diffraction of the incoming wavefront around obstructions such

as nearby buildings is alsO briefly discussed.

Sections 5. thrOu& 7. describe the performance actually obtained using

the monopulse processor employed at DABSEF, an implementation of the processOr

specified in the DABS sensor engineering requirement . Section 5. focuses on

the stability of the processor and its sensitivity to the frequency and ampli-
tude of the received signal. Section 6. describes the method used to evaluate

reply accuracy as a functiOn Of Off-boresiglItangle, and gives results fOr a

large number of ATCRSS targets of opportunity. In Section 7. target report

accuracy is evaluated using smOOthing techniques to estimate aircraft position.

1



Section 8. describes analytical and =perimental work done at Lincoln Laboratory;?
to quantify and confirm the effects of obstacle sbdowing upon DABS~ mono-
pulse direction finding accuracy. Conclusions are draw in Section 9.

Appendix A describes the system used to evaluate DABS monopulse perform-
ance (DABSEF) . An error analysis. is included to estimate the effect on
performance of variations in half-angle processor hardware elements .

Appendix B is a summary of a curve fitting technique using look-back

and look-ahead data to accurately develop aircraft trajectory. This tech-
nique is the basis for calculating the DABSEF monopulse angle estimator’s
accuracy.

2
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2.0 MONOPULSE PROCESSING

2.1 Introduction

me ability of monopulse techniques to estimate target azimuth from a
single received pulse is based on:

a. An antenna that can provide outputs related to the angle of in-
cidence of the incoming plane wave (offboresight angle) ,

b. A processor that can convert the antenna outputs to a signal re-

lated tO Offboresight angle, and

c. A calibration mthod which c- establish the exact relation be-
tieen processor output and actual offboresight angle.

Section 2.2 introduces the sub ject of mOnpUISe antennas, and notes their
principal parameters ad requirements. Detailed discussion of monopulse an-
tennaa , their influence on overall monopulse angle estimtion accuracy, and

characteristics which minimize their ,vulnerabiljty tO interference iS , hOW-
ever, deferred to Section 4. Section “2.3 proceeds with a detailed discu-

sion of the mnopulae processor, noting differences between amplitude and
phase comparison processing and explaining why the so-called half-angle phaae
coqarator haa been selected for the DABS application, For purposes of this
discussion, the monopulse antenna is treated as a simple “three-port network”
providing sum (x), difference (A) and omnidirectional (Q) control outputs.

2.2 MOnOpulse Antennaa

A mnopulse antenna requires :

- A “Sum” pattern (z) corresponding to a symetric directional mainlobe,
typically a few degrees wide.

- An asymetric “Monopulse Difference” pattern (A) with a directional pat-

tern commensurate in width with the Z pattern and accurately centered with re-
spect to it. Its signals are used, in conjunction with those ~op, 1, to determine

the bearing angle of targeta knom to be in the main beam (sometimes referred
to aa “monopulae window”) .

-.A “Control” pattern ( ~, often implemented as an onmidirection pattern) .
This pattern is used in conjunction with the X pattern to provide the varioua
transtit sidelobe suppression functions (SLS) and the receive aidelobe flagging
functions (RSLS).

Fig. 2-1 ia a simple representation of a monopulse antenna in which the
mtenna outputs correspond to these three essential patterna.

The types of antennaz under discussion when operating in conjunction with
the mnopulae processors discussed in the following section introduce system
angle errors which are dependent on the beamidth and”on the difference pattern

3
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shape. It is comon practice to characterize the slope of the difference pattern
by the location of the sum-to-difference cross-over point (A/Z = 1) ; this
essentially specifies the difference pattern beamwidth relative to that of the
sum. The desirable location of the cross-o”er point “aries between -3 dB on
the sum pattern (this makea the aperture width required for the difference
compatible with that required for the sum) and -4 dB (anything less implies
that the aperture is inefficiently utilized) . This desirable range of cross-
over values results in a small “ariation in accuracy; the s“m beamwidth emerges,
therefore, as the dominant antenna determinant of inherent accuracy. Lincoln
Laboratory’s experience with the Donopulse receiver and antenna at DABSEF
indicates that it is reasonable to expect field deployable equipment to achieve
a beamsplit factor of 40:1. Thus, a 4° sum azimuth beamw~dth is about the
uPPer limit if inherent direction finding accuracy of O.1 ~s is desired.

The relative importance of monop”lse antenna design parameters upon mono- 1

pulse processing performance and upon o“erall monop”lse angle estimation systa
performance is discussed in detail in Section 4.

2.3 Monopulse Processors I
,.,- ,. I

The monopulse processor provides a signal indicative of the azimuth angle I
between the target and the antenna pointing direction for each received pulse.
ho basic receiver configurations can be used to generate ‘rmonopuIsevvsignals:

I

amplitude comparison and phase comparison [3]. ~

In the amelitude comparison scheme, shorn in Fig. 2-za (sometimes ~efer- !
red to as the Chubb approach) RF antenna outputs corresponding to t“o angle-
squinted beams are logarithmically amplified and detected, and then subtracted,
yielding a hi-polar video from which off-boresight angle can be deduced. The
angular region over which this scheme generates an unambiguous output is more
limited than desired. This is true since when the squinted beams are generated:

(i) directly by the antenna, the angular limit is determined by the
first nulls of the individual patterns.

(ii) from linear combinations of independent sum and difference beams
(Z+ A,and X-A), the limit corresponds to the sum difference
crossover or about the 3 dB beamwidth.

1

This limitation reduces the desired flexibility for DABS interrogation sche-
duling. Specifically, it may preclude direction finding in situations when
there is sufficient signal strength to perform “detection and communication,

fOr example, for near-in targets outside the 3 dB beamwidth.

The phase comparison scheme show in Fig. 2-2b, (sometimes referred to as

the Bell Labs approach) , had its origin in the simple direction finding scheme
in which the bearing angle is obtained by measuring the relative phase between
two displaced antennas. This scheme is refined in optimized monopulse systems by
first generating independent s“m and difference patterns, each ha”ing low ~idelobe~ ,
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Fig. 2-2. Block diagrams of monopulse processors.
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md inking wximum use of the available aperture, then cofiining the sum and
difference outputs in a hybrid to yield outputs z + jA and I - jA. It can be
verified that the aperture illuminations associated with these I,ewpatterns
tend to look like overlapping antennas with displaced phase centers. The
normalization of the two si~ala ie acco~liahed by phaae-matched limiters.
The hi-polar video output of the phase detector containa all the angle inforw
ation.

It has been shown in [4] that the optimw azimuth estimate in a receiver
noise backgrond can be obtained by solving

(2-1)

where

$ = arg(X + jA) - arg[Z - jA) (2-2a)

A

8 = offboreaight angle estimte (2-2b)

md where G~(0) , GA(e) represent the amplitudes of the aum (Z) and difference
(A) radiation patterns. The ratio GA(9) /Gx(6) is often referred to as the
mnopulse function. For lar e signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and targets near
boreaight, fit turns out that A/Zl << 1 and @ is a small angle. In this caae

coa b s 1 so that

(2-3)

Therefore the detector shown in Figure 2-2b with output represented by a siw
ple sine fmction, represents an optimum configuration under the above condi-
tions. Its output can be fed into a table look-up to invert the monopulae
function ad hence provide m iwlementation Of (2-3). Unfortwately as

lA/ZI + 1 serious noise errors begin to occur and then for [A/ZI >1 the
sinusoidal phase detector output becomes ambiguo~. This results in the same
restriction in the unatiiguous monopulse “field of view” as the preview am-
plitude comparison system.

Fort~ately, unlike the amlitude system, the phase comparison system
can be mde to work over the full width of the beam (where lA/ZI is monotoni-
cally increasing) . Two classes of desi~ options are available. In the first,

a quadrature channel is provided to measure cos [arg(~ + jA) - arg (Z - jA) ].
This can be used by

7
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(1) taking the sine output aa the primarY estimate a“d USe using the
polarity of the cosine output to resolve t,hesine ambiguity,

(2) taking the output of the phaae detector that has the more favor-
able characteristic for the specific measurement, e.g., use the
sine output for lsin $1 ~0,707, cos $ < 0, and uae the cosine
output for Ices $1 < 0.707.

(3) using both outputs together to compute, O= loOk up in a table,
the estimate of off-boresight angle using the optimum estimation
equation (2-1).

None of the above alternatives ia entirely satisfacto~. The first is Sub-
ject to large errors in the estimate near
to rather complex implementation.

lA/Zl = 1, while the other two lead

The second class of desi~ options to overcome the ambiguity problem

usea a “half-angle process orgq. If angles

ti,~= arg (Z i jA) - arg Z (2-4)

are defined and it is noted from (z-2) that $ = (a,- B), (2-1) becomes

(2-5)

Since the angles J,6 are always less than 90°, phase detectors are available

that will linearly and unambiguously measure the phase difference between the
signala Z i jA and Z. Therefore suming the outputs of the two half-angle
phase detectors yields an azimuth estiute that is identical to the optimum
Bell Labs processor without any inherent ambiguity.

A realization of the half-angle processor is shown in Figure 2-3. Al-
though the two pairs of lititer channels do not carry equal level signals,
the amplitude difference will not be large becauae of the quadrature rela-
tionship between X and jA and the fact that since detectability must always
be maintained, the E si~al canot mish, It is desirable to uae two redw-
dmt half-mgle processors, rather than One, because the aenaitivity to ph=e
errors between the channels Z + jA and A + jZ is half aa great for the con-
figurations shown as it “o”ld be for the cOrre~pOnding ch~nela Z + jA ad Z,

Furthermore, the additional phase detector yields a 3 dB improvement in SNR.

& suggested by (2-5) it remaina to take the processor output (a - 6)
and calculate tan [(a - B)/2], which is used with an inversion of the mono-
pulse curve to obtain the azimuth estimate. This procedure requires separate
calibration of the monoptiae function and the phase detector characteristics.

8
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In practice it ia eaaier to obtain a calibration curve that relates the azimuth
estimate directly to the phase detector output (~ - 6) since this alSO ac-
comts for receiver nonlinear ities. Hence , the final form for the azimuth es-
timator is

6= f(a -6) (2-6)

where the fmction table f(.) is generated from the quantized version of
(U-B).

To complete the description, Figure 2-4 shows the output of the half-angle
processor VS. A/Z for two types of phase detectors. The relatiOn 2 tan-l ‘lZ

pertaina to an ideal triangular or sawtooth phase detector, and

aPPlieS to a sinusoidal device. Practical phase detector characteristics would

lie between the two curves. The actual behavior of the processor output vs.
target position off-boreaight ia also a f~ction of the antenna monopulse
characteristic, i.e. , A/~ va. azimuth.

In sumary , m azimuth estimte is obtained by processing the A and Z sig-
nals with the monopulse-p rocessor circuit.+ The output of this device, refer-

red to as monopulse video, ~, is a monotonic fmction of the co~lex

A
ratio —

z

m = f(A/X) (2-7)

For the case when there is no noise and no interference,

A- = E(8)
x

(2-8)

where E(e) ia the nomalized difference pattern as a fmction of offboreaight
angle @

G&(0)
E(8) = —

GX(8)
(2-9)

+
A and X are the difference and sum beam outputs.

10
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Typical GZ(9) and GA (0) characteristics are sh~ in Figure 2-5. The
magnitude of the normalized difference pattern of the DABSEF array antenna
system is shown in Figure 2-6. Note (from Figure 2-5) that E(o) is = resl
for 16I < 3.00 and is monotonically increasing for this range of O. Thw,
there is an unambiguous relationship between ~ and 0; i.e. ,

~ = f[E(8)] = h(e) (2-lo) 6

This fmction h(e) is referred to as the monopulse calibration curve+. Be-
cause h(o) increases monotonically, it possesses an inverse, defined as

~ = h-l (m) = g(w) (2-11)

Thw, the azimuth estimtor is given by the relation

e = g(m) =

Equations 2.7-2.12 are
cedure for obtaining g(~) , the mnopulse cali~ration table, ii described- in
Section 3.3 of Appendix A.

g[f(A/~) ]

shm graphically

.,,- ,.
(2-12)

in Figure 2-7. The operational DrO-

2.4 Monopulse Direction Finding Accuracy

The accuracy with which the azimuth angle of a target can be estimated us-
ing the processors described in Section 2.3 in the absence of mtiltipath ad

interference, has been called “inherent” accuracy. The approach that has been

used is to evaluate, for various eources, the error in reported azimuth when
only a eingle reply is available. This will be taken as the “baaeline perform
ante.” Rather than following the convention of reeolving overall errors into
contributions by sksystems , the errors will be ordered according to their sta-
tistical nature.

%
2.4.1 Totally Random Errors

In practice, receiver noise is the only source of error which is random
on a pulse-to-pulse basis. The stmdard deviation of the error (o) is given
by tbe following formula [5]

1 ill + E2(0)~=
,,,,2 . N . SNR E’(e)

(2-13)

B

+
This relationship may be determined by interrogating a fixed transponder at
~ accurately surveyed position. See Appendix A, Section 3.3,

I
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Insight into this behavior can be gained by assufing linear C(.) =d CT(.).

Let

CT(Y) = ay

C(y) =a’y+b

Then

()Typical upper bounds on ~ - 1 due to variations in si@al charac-
ters tics are a few percent

()

an 0.10, respectively. E~erimental =aaure-
ments of < _ ~ for many beacon targets-of opportmity appear in Appendix A.

a

The effect of a difference in target elevation angle (a), compared to cali-
bration source elevation angle (ac) can be derived for the linear region of
the processor from geometric considerations with the result that:

a! % Cos a—=—
a Cos u

c

()Figure 2-10 shows ~ - 1 Vs a for various “aluee of a=.

Three significant observations may be mde with respect to elevation in-
duced errors. First, the “reply bias” errors tend to be of opposite polarity
on either aide of bores ight; this provides a rapid reduction of the net error
when two or more replies, sufficiently separated, are available. Secondly,
the errors are essentially independent of beamidth; the driving parameter is
off-boresight angle. Thirdly, although azimuth accuracy is oeually used to
characterize position measurement, the associated cross-range accuracy ia for
most purposes wre directly pertinent. Figure 2-11 shows the cross-range error
as a f~ction of gro~d range for various aircraft altitudes. The curves shoa
extend inward only to a groud rage corresponding to about 40° in elevation
ad indicate that the cross-range errors vary from tens to a few hmdreds of
feet.

Other contributions to the reply-dependent errors are:

A/D quantization of the mnnopulse signal: for an 8-bit (7 plue ai~) conver-

ter, the rm error is about 1/4% of the Wximum off-boresight angle. Azimuth
shaft encoder: tYPical azimuth shaft encoder errors of leSS than .oz degrees
rma are achieved.

19
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2.4.3 Scan-Dependent Errors

There are errors which vary only from scan to scan ad therefore cannot
be eliminated by any form of processing. Wind-induced deflections of the
atenna aperture cauing an electrical boresight shift ia one example. It hae
been estimated from past eqerience that the wximum shift for a 40 ft. aper-
ture can be kept to leas than 0.050 within the ueual range of FAA environuntal

conditions. Another such error can be caused by drive gear backlaah in the
presence of wind. For typical drive mechanism, this error has been estimted
at 0.02° maximum.

~ereas the above errors are related to time-varying factors, there are
scan dependent errors which are alao azimuth-dependent. For example, a ra-
dow can, in principle, be a source of such an error; however, the uae of a
foam radoma haa been fomd to virtually eliminate this problem. The rotary
joint can alao introduce an error if the E and A channels do not track in
a~litude. A 0,05 dB differential error appears to be a reasonable desi~
specification and leads to an error which is at most 1/2% of the off-boresight
angle.

2.4.4 Scm-Independent Errors , .,

The errors considered here are ayetem biases. Sources of such errors
include errors in the initial system boresight alignment during calibration.
None of these a?pear sufficiently large to be taken into account in the total
error budget. Also, since there are variations in the antenna boreaight as a
fmction of elevation which cannot be taken into account in the calibration or
aligument, this causes an additional bias error for a target which does not
chage altittie rapidly from sea-to-scan. This error is primrily attributed
to aperture errore, and is proportional to beamidth. The notinal figure ia
tO.01 per degree of beamidth, mximum.

2.4.5 Direction Finding Suma~

& overall suma~ of monopulse direction finding accuracy is given in
Table 2-1 for beamidths of 40 and 20. The riders tabulated are to be inter-
preted as achievable performance. Contributions which are negligible have

%
been otitted.
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TABLE 2-1

DIRECTION FINDING ACCUWCY SHRY FOR ROTATORS

Type Origin Basis Error, 2°BW Error, 4°BW

Bias Calibration of DABS Aircraft POP- .02° rms .04° rms
ulation

Processor Drift Long-term cor- .025°rms .025°rms
rected

Note: Skew, elevation dependent sloPe error, noise, interference, and
azimuth dependent rotary joint errors, introduce negligible bias

“’O=s ‘O”bi”’dz+
.01° .010

Random Noise Median signal/ .007° .013°
[N.SNR=HZ dB]

Scheduler Variation .01$’, .02°

Wind Worst Case Elec- .03° .03°
trmecbnical

Shaft encoder .001° .001°
quantization

AID quantization .003° .006°

Interference 24K fruit envi- .025° .05°
ronment within
+ 0.4 BW—

Structured Note: Multi-path and diffraction effects are site/antenna
dependent and-are not accounted for.

Total (rss) I
.05” rms I

.08-rms
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3.~ EFFECTS OF INTERFEREI?CE ON MONOpULSE pERFOHCE

3.1 Introduction

In addition to the hardware and recei”er noise errors discussed in the

reflection multipath.
addition to causing an
interference can cause
has been shorn in that

preceding section, the performance of the monopulse processor is affected by
the presence of other time coincident signals such as ATCRBS fruit and ground

Detailed studies of these effects have shorn that, in
increase in the estimate variance, the presence of
an estimator bias. For mainbeam interference [6] it
this bias is

po(po + Cos $)
(3-1)(; - ;~) = (eI - es)~coao+ ~2

0 0

where ;
‘I Gz(el) 1

pi”:= q.. =.. = SIR

(3-2)

.,-. ,.

where .AS, 6S are the amplitude and azimuth of the signal, AI, B1,,,,theamplitude
and azimuth of “the interferer. and.$ is..the.relaC.ivephase between the DARS and
the interference, and SIR is..thesignal tointerference ratio. Eqn. 3.1 assumes.

the half”-angle processor (EqR< 2.13)”””islinear and modelled by

f($) = Re($) (3-3)

and the..normalized ratitipattern and calibration curves are also .I..inear.

The bias erroris plotted in.Fig. 3-1 for.atarget on boresight, and.an
interfe”ierat the 3 dB beam edge. In”general, the cur~,edern”onstretesttie

large bias that can occur, especially at the out-of-phase condition.

One can more accurately model the half-angle processor as non-linear
by Eqn. 2.13,

‘(;)=Re(’)-J+’34)
aridthe normalized ratio pattern, E(e) , and calibration curve as non-linear.

Figure’ 3-2 shows the difference between the linear and the non-linear

approximations for P. = -3 dB, 01 = -2° and 0 0. This variation in esti-

mate error can be extended by averaging over $1:61 to yield the a“erage
interference - induced estimate error (given the presence of interference) vs off-
boresight angle. Figure 3-3 shows this result for a cubic approximation to
E(6) (typical of DABSEF) and a linear approximation for E(e) assuming the non-
linear half-angle processor of Eqn. 3.4 when the signal to interference ratio
(SIR) is 10 dB, and SNR = M.
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The effects of interference can be reduced somewhat by attempting to
recognize pulses that were poesibly interfered with and discarding them from
the angle estimation process. The method mployed for this purpose by the
DABS system is to base the reply azimuth estimate only on those pulses
which have a consistent monopulse value; mOre detail iS prOvided in
Appendix A.

~

-1
In this case the signal-to-interference ratio (SIR), P , can vary Over

the entire dynmic range of the receiver. From Figures lik~ 3-.1and 3-2 one
can show that the interference will have a negligible effect on the bias error
if the SIR is greater than +20 dB. As the power of interference increases,
the bias increases, with a local maximum occurring at the out-of-phase condi-
tion. For SIR’S greater than O dB, integrating over the phase difference leads
to a zero average value for the monopulse error. Since the phases of the DABS
and ATCRBS transponder are random from pulse-to-pulse, it is therefore
reasonable to assume that the greatest percentage of the sidelobe fruit will
result in monopulse bias errors that will tend to average to smll errors.
For strong minbe= fruit or for those few sidelobe fruit whose power exeede
that of the DABS transponder, such that the SIR is less than O dB, the mono-
pulse bias increases considerably when averaged over all phases, which indicates
the fact that the stronger interferer is starting to capture the azimuth
estimtor. Nhen the interferer completely overpowers the DABS signal, then of
course, the monopulse processor simply estimatea the fruit azimuth. Simulation
and analytical studies have been conducted [7] which indicate that this situa-
tion will occur in only a small percentage of the cases to be encountered in
the NAFEC area in 1980.

The most important aspects of ATCRBS interference, therefore are the
facts that when a fruit overlap Occurs, Only a relatively small n~ber ‘f the
DABS bits will be overlapped, and of those that are, since the DABS and ATCRBS
transponders are incoherent from pulse to pulse, the bias error for low level
interference, (SIR > 0 dB) will scintillate, and tend to average out to a
small value.

3.3 Specular Multipath

T.
In DABS, specular reflections from large flat surfaces typically overlap

the direct received signal by a few tens of wavelengths, giving rise to errors
of the fom described by (3-1). The errors are constant for each pulse in a

reply since the reflected signal is coherent with the direct signal.

For reflectors normal to the beam, the reflection azimuth is the same as
that of the direct path and leads to changes in signal to noise ratio, but

introduces no azimuth errOr$ since ‘I = ‘S (in 3-1).
~.

men the surface is tilted slightly the effects of differences between
el and OS are mitigated somewhat by the reduced amplitude of the reflected signal
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resulting from reflection coefficients less than uity and the cutoff in the

antenna elevation pattern. Only very large and nearby structures will be
sources of significant specular reflection multipath entering the mainbeam.
Offboresight reflectors producing sidelobe multipath signals will have little

effect since the relatively low sidelobe gain helps to reduce errors.

3.4 Diffuse Multipath

The antithesis of specular multipath is completely diffuse reflections in
which each elemental area of the reflecting surface scatters the incident wave
independently. Viewed from the interrogator the diffuse reflecting surface

consists of a large nmber of point sources having random amplitudes and
phases. The diffuse reflections combine randomly at the interrogator to
produce a resultant that is coherent for the duration of a transponder rePIY
because the change in path length due to a/c motion is insignificant during
the reply. However, over an ensemble of transponder replies separated suf-
ficiently in time or space, the resultant of the diffuse reflections has a
Rayleigh amplitude diatributiOn and a randOm phase. Analytical and simulation
studies of the effects of diffuse multipath on monopulse performance have led
to the following observations: (i) Ttie dispersion effects are not important
for ~z data rate transmission; (ii) The’errors in azimuth estimation are
negligible and orders of ma~itude smaller than those that might be observed
for specular multipath [8]. Therefore, diffuse multipath should present no
serious limitation in direction finding capabilities in DABS direction finding,
a conclusion which has also been supported by analysis of the DABSEF experi-
mental data.
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3.5 Diffraction Effects

Beacon or radar surveillance systems measure target azimuth by estimating

the orientation of the wavefront arriving at the antenna. DABS utilizes
monopulse processing to directly estimate the orientation of the wavefront
relative to antenna pointing direction, while present day ATCRBS essentially
computes the centroid of the pointing directions from which the directional beam
receives signal energy greater than some threshold.

Phenomena which perturb the wavefront orientation must necessarily result
in errors in target azimuth estimate. One such phenomena occurs when portions
of the wavefront are intercepted or blocked by obstructions such as buildings.
The resulting field at the ground receiving antenna can be shorn to be the

~perturbed field less the field through a rectangular opening (with dimensions
of the blocking obstacle) in an opaque screen.

Recent investigations at Lincoln Laboratory (Refs. 10 and 11) have shorn
that in many cases the dimensions of the obstacle are such that the received
field can be satisfactorily approximated as the sum of several rays; one is from
the target, and the other(s) from appropriate points on the*Obstacle and having

appropriate amplitude and phases relative to the direct ray .

The effect of diffraction on present day ATC~S beamsplitting can be
evaluated by modelling the azimuth estimator as the average of the antenna
pointing directions at which the first and last replies having a power greater
than some threshold are received. This involves computing the received power
as the antenna sweeps past the target. The azimuth estimate error arises when
the received power of replies near the beam edge in the absence of the obstacle
ia modified by diffraction rays such that the threshold crossing azimuths
change, leading to an erroneous azimuth estimate.

The effect on DABS can be evaluated by superposing the various rays to
obtain the sm and difference signals and then computing the monopulse pro-
cessor output. This need only be done when the antenna is pointing at the
target since DAfS makes angle estimates only near boresight.

In both DABS and ATCRBS the azimuth estimate error is found to vary aa a
function of obstacle size and the azimuthal separation between the target and
obstacle. men the separation is zero, there i$ no error, as would be sugges-

ted by s~etry arguments. As the separation increases the error oscillates.

The oscillation reflects the phase changes in the obstacle ray implied by the
differences between the direct path to the target and the path through the
obstacle. The errors are zero when the direct and diffraction rays are nearly
in quadrature. ~

*

Consequently, one can use simple interferer analysis to analyze diffraction I
phenomena. I
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4.0 EFFKCTS OF ~TE~A DESI~

4.1 Introduction

The antenna design parameters that have an impact on monopulse processing
performance are the sidelobe levels of the sum and difference patterns, the
vertical cutoff of the lower edge of the elevation pattern, and the slope of the
A/Z ratio [E’(e)]. Since the sum pattern sidelobes also have an impact on the
DABS message decoding performance, it is assumed that this is not a variable
parameter. Therefore, we shall assume a sum pattern which is typified by the
standard 28-foot hogtrough antenna, as shorn in Fig. 4-1, and confine our
attention to an examination of the effects of difference pattern sidelobe
levels and the elevation pattern cutoff. As discussed in the preceding sec-
tion, the most significant effect that interference has on the monopulse
“perfo~nce is the introduction of the bias term approximately given by (3-l).

PO(PO + Cos $;
‘,= (81-9s)

1 + 2poc0s @ + p2
0

(4-1)

where

‘I
GZ(O1) ~

PO = $.—=—
(4-2)

GZ(eS) SIR

GA(er)
il=~—

K GZ(el)

(K, proportionality factor)

(4-3)

The maximum ”error OCCUYS at the out-of-phase condition, $ = r, hence

l-l ~ ~ ]e, - esl

0 (4-4)

For a DABS target
difference patterns are

near boresight, GZ (es) = GZ(0) and if the sum and
normalized to GX(0) , the error expression can be written
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Fig. 4-1. RSi (hogtrough) Z and A patterns.
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(4-5)

where p‘ = PGZ(eI)/GX (0S) is the reflection coefficient after the elevatiOn

pattern effects have been taken into account,

4.2 Mainbeam Multipatb

For the mainbeam multipath, el is near bores ight so GA(O1)/GZ(el) ~kel
and GZ(O1) ~ 1, so

l(; -e)<~ le~ - ell
s- l-p’

(4-6)
, .,

As mentioned in a previous section, the interference azimuth is related to the
surface tilt and elevation angle. The relationship is approximately

01 = es + 26a~

where 6 is the surface tilt and a. the beacon elevat
Therefore, the peak error

.
is

OGZ (aI)/GZ(aS)

(4-7)

on, both in radians.

(4-8)

Therefore only the elevation pattern affects the monopulse performance in the
presence of mainbeam multipath. However, its significance is negligible since

even if we neglect the attenuation by this pattern and cOnservativel~ assume a
reflection coefficient of 0.5, then the peak biaa errOr will be .003 for a
surface tilted at 2° and a transponder equipped aircraft at 3° elevation.

Since this error is inconsequential, we conclude that mtenna pattern design
is of little importance in reducing the error due to mainbeam multipath.
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Experiments vere conducted at DABSEF to verify the abo”e analytical
model. In these experiments the mo”op”lse azimuth error was measured for
a number of radial test flights around the DABSEF facility. The standard
deviation of the monopulse error for a number of test flights is summarized
in Figure 4-2. The data she”” are for two conditions of antenna elevation
pointing, O“elevation and –5° elevation. The increase in monop”lse estima-
tion error, when the antenna was tilted dew,, (-5°) is likely due to increased
“in-beam” multipath.

4.3 Sidelobe Multipath

When the specular multipath enters through the antenna pattern sidelobes,
then O’GX (@l) << 1 and

It is clear that for this case, the error is smallest when the sum and dj.fference
beam sidelobes are smallest. When in addition the target is near boresight,
the expression reduces to

which shows that the error can be reduced by lowering the difference beam

% sidelobes, increasing the slope of normalized difference pattern and increasing
the cutoff of the vertical elevation pattern.

I

The direction finding (DF) error for a specific multipath signal has been
compared for two antennas of interest, namely the DABSEF antenna, which has
independent Z and A distribution networks giving low A pattern sidelobes as
shorn in Figure 4-3, a, b, and the RSi split hogtrough shown in Figure 4-1.
The DF error as a function of multipath signal azimuth is plotted in Figure 4-
4 for a DABS target on boresight and a reflection coefficient of 0.5 where the
elevation pattern attenuation effects have been ignored. Figure 4-4 shows the
reduction in peak error resulting from the narrower mainbeam of the
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hogtrou~h. (The DABSEF 3 dB beamwidth is 3.2° while fOr the RSi hOgtrOugh it
iS 2.35 .) For larger multipath azimuths, the peak error for the hogtrough is
larger because of the higher difference pattern sidelobes (-14 dB for the
hogtrough, -30 for the DABSEF antenna) .

However, sidelobe multipath errors are less than peak mainbeam multipath
errors even for the hogtrough. When this is considered together with the
expected distribution of multipath azimuths and amplitudes , the usefulness of
low difference pattern sidelobes for multipath error reduction is mrginal.

4.4 ATCRBS Fruit

The requirement for low sum and difference pattern sidelobes will be a
function of sensor coverage (terminal or en-route) , terrain shielding, and
ATCRBS fruit levels. Curves showing the relation between target aircraft range

and potentially interfering ATCRBS fruit replies per second, as a function of
antenna sidelobe levels, are shorn in Fig. 4-5. The fruit model used has

aircraft unifomly distributed in range, total rate of 36K fruit replies/second,
and aircraft effective radiated power of +23 dBW.

htennas for teminal area cov’er’age(50 nmi) can have relatively high

sidelobes (-25 dB rms) , and still not have ATCRBS fruit replies affect mono-
pulse direction finding/ (DF) accuracy. Simulation results indicate that 16K

potentially interfering fruit replies/second will add 0.07 degrees of DF error
for aircraft interrogated off-boresight at the sum/difference pattern crossover
point. The terminal site is generally aided by terrain shielding, which
reduces coverage and potentially interfering ATCRBS fruit. As ckn be seen from
the cur”es show in Fig. 4-5, en-route sites with good coverage will require

antennas with relatively low sidelobes to support accurate monopulse DF for

aircraft targets at long range (to 200 nmi) .
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Fig. 4-5. Potential fruit rate vs aircraft range.
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5.0 MONOPULSE PROCESSOR STABILITY AND SENSITIVITY

The performance of the monop”lse processor described in Appendix A has
been evaluated aa a function of time, frequency, and a~litude using a fixed,
auneyed, calibration transponder. (See Appendix A, Section 3,3)

5.1 Stability

The stability data was obtained from 66 calibrations taken during &he
first 6 months of 1975. Stability was evaluated at boresight and at ~ 1 off
boresight. The results are show in Figure 5-1. The,...~rrors ~hm no lgng
term dgift and the stmdard deviations are .045°, .021 , .034 , fOr -1 , ~P,

and +1 offboresight respectively.

5.2 hplitude Sensitivity

hplitude sensitivity was detemined by perfoming three calibrations at
1090 ~z while attenuating” the received signal” from the-calibration transponder
by O dB, -23 dB, and -39 dB. The results appear in Figure 5-2 and show that
the bias errors due to aqlitude are ,constmt across the beam ~d less tha
0.03°.

5.3 Frequency Sensitivity

The sensitivity of the monopulse processor to the received signal frequency
was evaluated by performing 7 calibrations at various frequencies with the
results shorn in Figure 5-3. Note that at 1086, 1087, and 1094 ~z the errors
exceed O.1°. Hmever, 1086 and 1094 NHZ are outside the 109O* 3 NHZ National
Standard for ATCRBS transponders. Investigation at Lincoln Laboratory, [9]

indicate that ATCRBS transponder frequencies are nearly normally distributed
around 1090 ~z with a atmdard deviation of 1.75 NSZ. In Section 3.6 the

measured average azimuth estimate error per degree offboresight for a large
sample of ATCRBS targets is sh~. Since the dofinant error mechaism appears

to be transponder frequency, Figure 5-4 has been drm to depict the result
of weighting the frequency sensitivity data by the transponder frequency
distribution. The e~ected average error in Figure 5-4 is 0.02° per degree
offboresigbt. The ATC~S azimuth measurement is generally taken to be the
average of the estimates for replies that straddle bores ight, thus, reducing
the differential frequency contribution to the azimuth estimate errors to
much less than O.1°.

For DABS targets on the roll call, the offboresight azimuth at which the

reply ia received may lie a~here within *1.5° (from scan to scan) , but with
a tendency to lie nearer to -1.5° (the leading edge of the beam) due to the
nature of the interrogation scheduling algorithm. Under the assumption of a

right trimgular distribution of interrogation offboresight angles (favoring
the leading edge) , then even a 1087 ~z target (having 0.20/degree error slope)
will only experience a scan-to-scm standard deviation of 0.07° due to this
effect.
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6.0 AZIIUTH ACCURACY

The method for evaluating reply accuracy as a function of offboresight angle
is based on two assumptions:

1. Aircraft motion during the beam dwell time is much
smaller than the reply azimuth estimate errors.

2. An azimuth estimate made when the target is at
boresight would have minimum error.

The validity o: assumption 1 is guaranteed be restricting the
analysis to targets at ranges greater than a few miles . Assumption 2.
is justified by the frequency and amplitude sensitivities shorn in
Section 2.

Figure 6-1 graphically illustrates two typical monopulse characteristics
where the y axis is the monopulse processor output (referred to as the real
part) , and the x axis is the corrq.ap,ondingoffboresight angle in degrees. The
two tables differ in slope and intercept. Cons ider line A-A as the monopulse
characteristic of the calibration transponder (i.e., it is the monopulse cali-
bration table) and line B-B as the characteristic of an ATCRBS target of oppor-
tunity ~lndersurveillance. This section will explain the azimuth estimation
errors induced by differences in the two characteristics and describe the method
developed for estimating these errors using rePIY data obtained during real
time sensor operation. ‘(The errors shorn in these figures are exaggerated
for clarity. )

Definitions

bsk

e
act

e
est k

Ae
act k

rpk

&e
corr k

The antenna boresight azimuth on sweep k.

The actual target azimuth on the scan.

The estimated azimuth of the reply on
sweep k.

The actual target off-boresight angle on
sweep k.

The monopulse value (the “real part”) of the reply on
sweep k.

The calibration table value corresponding
to real part rpk, i.e., Ae = Cc(rpk)
where Cc is the calibratio$”~~bfe.
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Fig. 6.2 shows the resultant azimuth estimate, and individual reply

for the case where the target is at 10.OO, and replies are received
:;r;::a

intervals as the antenna scans from 8.0° to 12.0°. The intercept
of the curve fit with the A8 = O Axis, is the reported aircraft azimuth, for
scan interval. A normalized plot of reply errors va. the estimated reply
Dosition referred to boresite. is shorn in Fig. 6-3. For the case show, an

this

exaggerated bias error term was used, and a plot of the true reply errors vs.
true position of the replies referred to boresite is shorn, for completeness.
In practice this bias term “isnot measured, and is assumed small compared to
individual errors. Real data from three scans are shorn in Fig. 6-4, to
indicate the resultar.t output of azimuth estimate error as a function of
distance in degrees from boresite. A typical scatter plot of azimuth estimate
error vs. angle referred to boresite, is shorn in Fig. 6-5, for approximately
100 scans (500-600 replies). The slope of the error function for this aircraft
near boresite is approximately +0.040/degree. A measured distribution of
error slopes for approximately 140 aircraft targets-Of.-opp0rtunity is shO~ in
Fig. 6-6. For these targets, the median error slope was -0.0180/degree, and
the d~stribution was approximately normal, with one standard deviation of
0.035 /degree.
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7.0 POSITION ACCUWCY

7.1 Method of Deducing Aircraft Actual Trajectory

Refer to Appendix B.

7.2 Experimental Results

7.2.1 Results for ATCRBS A/C

Statistics were gathered on 297 altitude reporting aircraft seen over 6
days of sensor operation. A total of 41,609 reports were collected.. The
overall standard deviation was .051°, and 26.4 feet as shown in Figure 7-1
and 7-2 respectively. Figures 7-3 to 7-5 shOw the variatiOn in U@ with ele-
vation and azimuth as well as the elevation report density function.

7.2.2 Results for DABS A/C

Four DABS transponders have flow under DABSEF Surveillance for many
hours as part of the DABS/IPC (Intermittent Positive Control) testing PrOgram.
Surveillance was usually maintained in both the all-call mode and the discrete
mode. The several all-call replies received per A/c per scan were subjected
to the accuracy ve offboresight angle analyses in the same way ATCRBS replies
were. The scan-to-scan sliding window was applied to the position reports
based on the single discrete reply per scan. The results for about 12000

scans of data taken over several days are show below.

DABS TRANSPONDER

//505 IIEFE //101 //551

All-call reply error
slope (deg per deg off-boresight) .019 .023 .030 .005

TargeE report azimuth
accuracy (1 sigma in degrees) .036 .060 .037 .030

Target report range
accuracy (1 si~a in feet) 20 15 17 15

Figure 7-6 shows a typical Intermittent Positive Control (IPC) encounter
between two DABS equipped aircraft. The target reports are shorn as asterisks.
The “beginning and end of the line eewent associated with each report represent

the smooth position and one ahead (4 seconds) predicted position computed by the
IPc X-Y tracker (which assumes a la azimuth accuracy Of O.1 degrees) . Thue,
the orientation and length represent tracker heading and speed. The high

quality of the data can be seen by referring to the box of dimension d, cor-
responding to three times the O.1 degree MS requirement for DABS/IPC azimuth
accuracy.
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8.0 DIFFWCTIO~

A number of controlled experiments were conducted (Refis.10 and 11) to
“demonstrate the validity of the theoretical model for azimuth estimation errors
caused by diffraction around shadowing obstacles. For a particular shadowing
obstacle (Hanscom Field smokestack, approximately 10 feet in width, and
1500 feet from the DABSEF array antenna) we have computed the expected azimuth
estimtion error for an aircraft at long range, and low elevation angle (below
the top of the tower). The “error as a function of the aircraft (target) to
obstacle angular separation is shorn in Fig. 8-1. The measured azimuth esti-
mation error of a controlled aircraft flying behind the obstacle is shorn in
Fig. 8-1 as well. It can be seen that there ia extremely good agreement between
the expected and measured result. The small differences are attributed to the

fact that there are random measurement errors (approximately 0.04, one sigma)
which are convolved with the structured diffraction error. The theoretical

model for obstacle shadowing error has been confirmed for difference geometries,
using both controlled aircraft, and aircraft targets-of-opportunity.

The effect of obstacle shadowing on direction finding accuracy can be
thought of as the result of distortion of the incident phase front introducing
error in the estimation of direct ioi.,of arrival of incident waves. Fig. 8-2

shows the theoretical azimuth estimation error VS. target-Obstacle angular
separation, for sliding window and monopulse estimators. The magnitude of

diffraction errors for typical shadowing obstructions near airport beacon
systems, is comparable to the ATCRBS quantization error, and may explain why
these structured errors have not been observed in the past. The structured

nature of errors induced by shadowing obstructions is apparent in the DABS
data because of the resolution of the monopulse estimator. This structure

can be seen from the data show in Fig. J–5, where three obstructions are
clearly evident. One at approximately 90°, is an FPS-18 radar antenna

(700 feet), another at 110 , is a large semicircular UHF array antenna (500 feet) , ~

and the third at 290°, is the Hanscom Field smokestack (1500 feet) referred
to above.
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9.0 CONCLUSION

This report has described the need for a monopulse system to measure
target azimuth using s single interrogation/reply per scan. The requirement

for a new AT; beacon antenna with an additional difference beam port to pro-
vide the monopulse capability was discussed. Several methOds Of Processing
the sw (X) omni (0) and difference (A) antenna outputs to produce an output
related to target offboresight were reviewed.

The choice of the half angle processor because of its unambiguous output
over a wide region of the mainbeam was explained. Various phenomena which

limit accuracy or degrade perfor~nce were discussed. These included nOise$
interference from reflections, interference signals, and diffraction around
obstructions. The effect of imperfect components in the processor were con-
sidered. The stability of the processor was described alOng with its sensi-
tivity to signal frequency. The sensor calibration process and its effects On
system performance was described.

Finally, data was presented for a large number of beacon targets-of-

OppOrtunity during actual sensOr 0.PeratiOn at DABSEF. The data showed reply
azimuth estimate accuracy as a function of offboresight angle and target re-
port accuracy on a scan to scan basis.

A monopulse directio~ finding capability has been developed, which supports
the DMS requirement (0.1 , one O) for single reply direction-of-arrival

estimation, a capability which also supports ATCRBS directiOn finding at much *
reduced PRF (4-5 replies per scan) .
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APPENDIx A:

DESCRIPTION OF DABS EXFERI~NTAL

MONOPULSE SYSTEM

1.0 INTRODUCTION

2.0 DABS SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

2.1 ATCRBS Mode of DABS

2.1.1 DABSEF Antenna
2.1.2 Multi-Channel Receiver
2.1.3 Video Pulse Quantizer/Digitizer (VPQ)
2.1.4 Reply Processing
2.1.5 Reply Correlation
2.1.6 Report Azimuth Determination

2.2 DABS Mode

2.2.1 Reply Processing
2.2.2 Position Measurement Selection

A-3.O MONOPULSE PROCESSOR

3.1 Half-Angle Implementation
3.2 Error Analysis
3.3 Monopulse Calibration

Figure A-1. ATCRBS mode block diagram.

Figure”A-2. DABSEF antenna patterns vs azimuth.

Figure A-3. DABSEF antenna pattern vs elevation.

Figure A-4. DABSEF antenna patterns near bores ight.

Figure A-5. DABSEF nomalized antenna pattern.

Figure A-6, Monopulse processor error analysis.

Figure A-7. Monopulse proceesor error analysis (Cont.).
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

This Appendix containa m overview of the DABS and ATCRBS wdea of DABS (Section

2.0) and a description of the half-angle monopulse processor (Section 3.0). The
mterial in Section 2.0 is intended to provide the overall context in which the
monopulse processor operatea, and the various subsystems are described only to a
level of detail consistent with this purpose.

2.0 DABS SYSTEM DESCRIPTION—— ———

Section 2-1 will describe the ATCRBS mode of DABS from the antenna through
reply correlation. (The final step, target-to-track correlation is omitted. )
Section 2.2 will describe the DABS mode starting with the DABS reply processor,
since the antenna, multi-channel receiver, and Video Pulse
considered comon to both modes.

2.1 ATCRBS Mode of DABS .-

Figure A-1 shows a block diagram of the ATCRBS mode.
systems are described in the following sections.

2.1.1 DABSEF Antenna

Quantizer can be

Each of the sub-

Tbe antenna is a 512 dipole-element planar arraY arranged as a rectangular grid
with 32 columns of 16 elements each. The elements are printed circuit dipoles.
Each vertical column of dipoles is housed within its om radome. The antenna
support structure is a lightweight aluinum frame designed for low azimuth

sidelobes. The antenna also provides separability of networks for elevation and
azimuth distribution (and individual sum and difference networks). Table A-1
sumarizes the significant antenna performance characteristics.
These include:

Operating Frequency Bandwidth - Largely because of the wideband design approach

%
adopted, the results show the antenna to have considerable operating bandwidth
with sharp elevation pattern cut-off and low sidelobes over the full band.

Low Azimuth Pattern Sidelobes - Over the range of +1° to +35° in elevation, the
maximum level of all azimuth sidelobes measured for both sum and difference
patterns (0° to 360° in azimuth) was 26 dB.

Elevation Coverage Sector - Coverage over 35° with uniformity of level to within
*1 dB was achieved.

Monopulse Characteristics - Difference pattern with highly symmetrical charac-
teristic and null depth of greater than 40 dB.
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I
TABLE A-1 DABSEF ANTENNA CHARACTERISTICS

Array Antenna for DABS Experimental Facility

Main Array Antenna

Frequency of Operation 970 to 1150 MRz

Aperture Size 8’ by 20’

Number of Array Elements 512 dipoles

Sum and Difference Patterns
for Monopulse

Azimuth Sum Bemwidth 3°

Azimuth Difference Null Depth 40 dB max

Azimuth Pattern Sidelobes (5° EL) -30 dB max at 1090 ~z

Elevation pattern with sharp
cutoff at horizon

Elevation pattern slope at
-6 dB point

Elevation Sector Coverage

Antenna Input VSW

RF Power-handling Capability

Gain - sum

- difference

Polarization

Cross-Polarization

RF Losses

Elevation Pattern

Azimuth Pattern

3.1 dB/degree at 1090 MHz
.-

Uni~orm within 2 dB over
35

1.4:1

5 kw peak
1 kw avg.

22.5 dB

20.5 dB

Vertical

-40 dB

1.7 dB

Omni Antenna

Matched to Array antenna

Uniform around 360° to
within 3 dB at +5° elevation
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Cross-polarization - Cross-polarization less than -40 dB.

@ni-htenna Performance - Elevation pattern same as array pattern and azimuth
coverage unifom to within *1.7 dB.

Figures A-2 through A-4 show the azimuth sum and difference patterns, elevation
pattern, and sm and difference near bOresight. The three outputs, sum (Z),
difference (A), and omni (Q), are processed by the multichannel receiver.

2.1.2 Multi-Channel Receiver

The receiving ayatem consists of a front end and IF/video processor. The

front end, located near the antenna, converts Z and A to Z+jA and A+jZ (A
and B respectively) limits A, B, and the omni (Q), converts to IF, amplifies,
and sends them to the IF/vodeo processor. The IF/video processor filters A?
B, and Q and fores the monopulse video and log 1x1 video from A and B, and
fores log lQI video. Finally the video quantizer operatea on log IZI, log
IQ[, and log \Al to yield:

a) QXA which indicates when log IEI video exceeds a threshold

b) QZPS which indicates when log IEI video has a positive slope

c) QZNS which indicates when log IZI video has a negative slope

d) QSLS which indicates when log [Zl video exceeds log 1~1 or log
IAI video byacertainaount. This signal represents the Receive

Sidelobe Suppression (RSLS) function which restricts processing to
the mainbeam.

Outputs (a) to (d) plus the monopulse video (described in Section 3.0) are
input to the video pulse quantizer digitizer.

2. 1.3 Video Pulse Quantizer/Digitizer (VPQ)

The VPQ samples QZA, QXPS, and QZNS at 8.276 MHz and logically operates
on the samples so as to recognize the occurrence of pulse edges. The VPQ

outputs a data strea, QLE, clocked at 8.276 MHz, that has a “l” whenever a

pulse leading edge is detected and “0”S othe~ise. Leading edges are declared
whenever log IZI video exceeds a threshold (QZA is “on”) and the slope of log
IXI video transitions fromhigh to lo”. This logic enables declaration of

leading edges for overlapped pulses when the second pulse is sufficiently high
in amplitude. Trailing edges are recognized in a similar fashion. They are
used to reject short pulses and declare leading edges in certain pulse overlap
conditions. The monopulse video is sampled and quantized to 8 bits shortly

after each leading edge (except those in overlap conditions). The QSLS signal
is also smpled after each leading edge resulting in the SLSF clocked data
stream (also 8.276 Mz).
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2.1.4 Reply Processing

The D~SEF ATCDS reply processor searches the ZLE data stream for pulses
Separated’by the F , F spacing (requiring that at least one is min beam) . The
bracket detection ~ogi~ is capable of resolving “ario”s types of interreply
garbling and interference. men F1,F2 brackets are detected the associated code
pulse positions in the ZLE strea are examined. The presence or absence of a
leading edge in the vicinity of those positions results in a “1“ or “O” being
declared. Due to noise, garbling, and other phenomena, it is possible for these
declarations to be in error. Therefore, to aid in subsequent processing, each
code bit has a corresponding confidence bit, The setting of these bits depends

on the consistency of the monopulse values for the leading edges and the presence
or absence of edges in the sample positions adjacent to that of the nominal code
pulse positions. The monopulse value of each pulse is compared to the “average”
of the preceding pulses. The average is initialized with the F1 value (except
during garbling when F2 is used) . It ia updated by adding the current average
to the new pulse’s value and dividing by two, if the new pulse is sufficiently
close to average. If not, the old average is retained and the code bit is
declared a low confidence “1“. men decoding and monopulse averaging is com-
plete, the reply is sent to the rep,ly,correlation function with

a) mode indicator

b) range

c) monopulse average

d) antenna boresight at bracket detection time

e) code

f) code confidence

2.1.5 Reply Correlation

Replies from successive sweeps are correlated on the basis of range,
azimuth, and code and combined into target reports. A reply that does not

correlate with replies from previous sweeps is considered an initial target
report having the range, azimuth, and code (Mode A or C) of the reply. The
rules for updating target reports with correlating replies result in the report
range and azimuth being the average of the two replies that straddle boresight
or, if all replies are from the same side of boresight, the values for the reply
closest to boreaight. The report codes (A and C) and code confidence words are
obtained by logical operations on the reply codes and code confidence/
bits.
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2.1.6 Report ,\zimuthDetermination

The averaging of sampled monopulse V:I1l,CSduring reply processing, combined
\oith the reply a~,eraging, reduce the noise variance in the ATCRBS terget re-
port .

In reply processing the “add and divide by t~$o”process yields a sigma due
to Iloiseof

.,
reply = ‘pulse*

This is a weak function of n. qnd since n can be as mall as tw (brackets
only), G will be taken as oplllsel~~. The averaging of the tw reply aztiuths
th:ltstraddle boresight h reply correlation provides another factor I/@, so

.,
pulse

.. (for noise effect’s)
report – ~

?. 2.1 Replv Processing

Tbe D.iBS reply processor operates on the lTPQoutputs to generate a 16 ~z
data stream (SQ:D) indicating the presence of pulses above the DABS threshold.
SQ!D is then input to the D.IBSpreamble detector \dhich searches for preamble
pulse sequences. Ifiena DABS reply preamble is detected a trigger pulse is
generated ~,hich causes SQZD, QSLS, and log ~E~ to be sampled. The sampling
rate is tx$icetbe information bit rate to enable decoding of tbe two Pulse
Position >{odulation “chips” that make up each information bit. The monopulse
video is sampled in the same way and converted to 8 bit digitized values.

Finnallv, th~rlog i!; is sampled once per chip (short reply: 56 bits, 112 chips) .

%
The txJolog chi? sam?les per information bit are then compared, and a data

stream at t!>einformation bit rate is output indicating which of the two chips bad
a greater amplitude.

The %essaye bit ?rocessor then lo~icall},o?erates on the log izl , QLSL and

the nonopulss video chip samples plus the am?litude comparisons to declare the
binary value of each information bit. As ~~itbATCRBS, a confidence value

accompanies each declaration. The message bits are then error detected and

carrected.

~,j,~ Position }[easurement Selection

D.IBSposition m2asur2ments are made on the basis of only
even if others ~Jere received. The general rult is to use the
closest to boresight or, in the absence of roll-call replies,
call re?ly having the shortest ranSe.

one reply per scan
roll-call reply
to use the all-
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3.0 Monopulse Processor

3.1 Half Angle Implementation

The monopulse processor implemented at DABSEF is the half angle realization
described in Section 2.3 of the Report. Two independent ~fasurements of tan-l (A/z)
are mde and sumed ao that the processor output is 2 tan AIE (for a triangular
detector) .

Since,

2 tan‘1 (A/Z) = [arg (Z + jA) - arg (X - jA)] = 8

the optimum Bell Labs result is achieved.

The measurements of tan‘1 (A/Z) are obtained by phase detecting between (E + jA)
and jX in the one channel and between -(A + jZ) and -Z in the other. This
eliminates the ambiguities incurred when e exceeds 90° (i.e., A = Z) in the
Bell Labs approach. Utilizing both .cbannels avoids any loss in signal to noise
ratio, and reduces the effect of phase errors in the hybrid channels by one
half.

3.2 Error Analysis

This section computes the azimuth estimation accuracy of the DABS half
angle processor and the DABSEF antenna described in Section 2.3. We a~e concerned ~
with a single DABS reply within tbe antenna half power beamwidth (11.5 ), and
in an elevation angle to A/C regime limited to the coverage region 0° to 5°. ~

In this region we assume that the monopulse pattern is constant. I

The A/Z ratio, of the DABSEF antenna, vs angle referred to boresight, is
shown in Fig. A-5a. The derivative of this cur”e, in A/Z units per azimuth ,

degree, is show in Fig. A-5b. These curves are used to convert processor !

errors in A/Z units to azimuth errors in degrees vs angle referred to.bores ight.
I

The sources that contribute to errors in estimated angle of arrival consist I
of, but are not limited to, the following:

I

1. Differential pre-combiner gain/phase. I

2. Differential channel phase error due to transponder frequency
!

range (,*3~z) , and dynamic range of received signals (-20 i

dBm to -79 dBm) . \

3. Phase error due to sampling the pulsed transient, processor b

output signal, in a non-quiescent state. f
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Other possible sources of estimation error relate to the antenna system,
coupling of shaft encoders to the driven system, mechanical stability} quanti-
zation error in reading antenna position, and quantization error in recording
the real part of the measured A/E ratio. These are considered to be smll

effects, and are not considered here. Another source of estimation error relates
to the change in the monopulse channel levels vs A/C (target) elevatiOn angle
(approximately Cos EL dependent), but is not considered here.

In each case a standard “deviation for the perturbing influence is assumed
and transformed to the standard deviation in the A/Z ratio by making use Of the

relationship between the processor output and the perturbation. Let:

ePRTRB
= Perturbing influence

z
PRTRB = ‘can ‘f ePRTRB

o
ePRTRB

= standard deviation of epRTRB

A/EIN = a given A/Z inptit”ratio I
~

A/Z
OUT

= processor output AIZ ratio I

f (.,.) = the function A/Zo”T = f (A/XIN, epRTRB)

‘A/Eo”T
ogtput standard deviation (a function of A/ZIN and

ePRTRB, and o ).
ePRTRB

Then:
%

‘A/XoUT = oepRTRB
f’(A/ZIN, =PRTRB)

‘A/Z. ~
is easily converted to off boresight angle estimation error for a

given off ~oresight angle by utilizing the antenna A/Z ratio versus off boresight

characteristic.

Let:

6 = off boresight angle

A@ = off boresight angle estimation errox

oAe(e) = standard deviation of A6 for a given e

g(.) = the function A/ZIN = g(e)
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1
Then:

.*@(e) ~ w
OA/ZO”T (g(e))

or ~ombining (1) and (2)

UAe(e) ~ d~ f’(g(r), ZPRTRB) o
do ePRTRB

Starting at the front end of the processor, the first possible source of
error is differential gain/phase variations between the A and E channels, ahead
of the n/2 combining hybrid.

Let :
B = ratio of A channel to Z channel gains (B’ in dB)

~=l(OdB)

OB,= .25 dB

Then

f(A/Z,B) = 8 A/Z ,.-

Since:

6
= lo (B’/2o)

ratio

Then:
lo (08’/20)-1

‘5 =ratio

Therefore

= (.0202) A/E

A plot of this error function
% transformed to antenna units,

Let $ = phase difference

is shown in Fig. A-6a, where scales have been
using Figs. A-5a, A-5b.

between the A and Z channels

~=o

Then:

The derivative evaluated at $ = O is zero. Consequently the processor is
insensitive to this source of error.
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Fig. A-6. Monopulse processor error analysis.
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System phase errors consist of errors which occur principally due to mis-
matched channel $ (u) transfer functions, and those which are introduced by
active elements as a result of change in $(u) with signal level. The elements
of the processor which are in the first category are: the front-end pre-select
band pass filters, differential channel line length (AT), the IF band pass
filters, and the A/X sampling A/D con”erter (transient phase response varies with
input frequency due principally to the IF band pass filters) .

The output of the phase detectors would be exactly one half the angle
between Z + jA and A + jZ for ideal triangular detectors. Thus, the detector
output for a phase error $ is

tan‘l(A/ZIN) + $

The corresponding indicated A/ZO”T is then

A/Z
OUT

= tan (tanl A/EIN + ~)

Differentiating and evaluating at ~

A/Z = ad (1 + (A/z)2)
OUT ~

= O yielb-

Peak-to-peak phase errors for the causes cited will be less than 8°. It
ia assumed that the mean error is zero (at 1090 ~z) , and that transponder
frequencies will be nomally distributed about 109O mz. A la phase error of 2°
is chosen, a PlOt Of the errOr function is shown in Fig. A-6b, where the scales
have been transformed, as before. In practice, the effect of imperfect tracking
of the IF band pass filters with 9ignal frequency can be minimized by careful
selection of the processor output sampling time referenced to the pulse. leading
edge.

The IF constant phase-lititers are the only elements in the processor
which introduce phase error as a function of signal level. The limiters in the

(X + jA) and the (A + jZ) channels do not track in phase over the required 60 dB
dynamic range. This is a minor effect, and peak-to-peak tracking phase error is

% expected to be less than 3°. It is “assumed” that received signal levels will
be nomally distributed about a median (calibration) level, and the Iu phase
error fs therefore taken to be O.75°. The error in the A/z ratio is then

cAjZ (Limiter Phase) = .0065 (1 + lA/Z12, (5)

A plot of this error function is show in Fig. A-6c.

The limiter output level will nary as a function of input level. It is exuected
that peak-to-peak variation will be less than O.75 dB ~ver
signal range. Again, assuming nomally distributed signal
median level, a 10 output level variation of approximately

~hosen.

the 60 dB input
levels about a

(.75/4) dB has been
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The detector output for a differential gain ratio of 6 between Z + .iAand

A + jE channel is

tan[~ tan‘1 (A/z)]

Differentiating,
yields

evaluating at F = 1

tan‘1 (A/z) .= .
180

and expressing u
8

in terms of u
ratio 5db

[IO(y/20) -1] [1 + lA/Z12]

la differential output level in dB

.75 dB/4 (estimate)

‘A/Z
(Limiter Output Level) = 3.81 x 10-4 tan-l (A/E) . (1 + IA/Z I2,

A plot of this error function is shm in Figure
function (r.s.s.), is show in Figure A-6e~

The last term which affects
Gaussian noise. The lo error in

aA/Z
‘Noise) ‘+

the estimate of
AIz due to noise

(1 + lA/X12) *

fi-6d, and the combined error

i/z is additive, white,
(SNR) per pulse is,

“here ~ aCCOUntS fOr variations in SNR across the beam due to the
L(u)

sum bea pattern. Plots of this function are shown in Figure A-7a for +30
and +42 dB SNR with scales transformed as before. Curve No. 1 was combined
with other error sources in a r.s.s. sense to obtain the curve shown in
Figure A-7b. This represents the expected estimation error performance of
the processor and DABSEF antenna for DABS replies at or above +42 dB referred
to MUSL .

3.3 Monopulse Calibration

The DABS sensor is calibrated against a fixed transponder(s) at a knom
azimuth (s). The result is a look-up table which relates digitized monopulse
video samples (y) to offboresight angle. This section will describe the

calibration process.
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Fig. A-7. Monopulse processor error analysis (Cont.).
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Let:

*

e
true

= Azimuth of target (or calibration source during
fomation of look-up table) with respect to some
reference, for example true north.

BS
true

= azimuth of difference beam null with respect to
north. (The difference beam null is an arbitrary

but convenient definition of beam azimuth).

bsind = The output of the antenna shaft encoder

A9
true

= The angle between the target and the null of the
difference beam.

Y = digitized half-angle processor output

Then:

e = BStrue - Aet;u:
true (1)

Further let:

A9 = f(y)
true

(2)

and define f(.) for an “aligned” system where alignment corresponds to a mono-
pulse bipolar video output of zero (corresponding to Y = 128) when the target
is at the difference beam null. The function f(.) is then the equivalent of

Equation 2-6 of Section 2.3.

Now introduce two fixed offsets, one in the A[D correcter that digitizes
the monopulse video and the other in the azimuth shaft encoder.

%

Then

.;

S0 that

6= A/D offset

ABS = bsind - BS
true

~ = f-l (AO
true

)+6

combining (l), (3), and (4)

8 = bsind-
true

(f(y-&) + ABS)

(3)

(4)

(5)
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where the tem in parenthesis is ohiously the mono~lse look up table (a func-
tion of y) which is titerpreted as tidicated off boresight angle (A6),na

e
true = bsind - Aeind

(6)
r

AOind = C(y) = f (Y-8) + ABS (7) ‘*

Finally, f(y-6) ia the angle between the target and the difference bem
null and ABS is the angle between the difference beam null
system null.

The look-up table C(y) is formed using replies from a
i.e., e Each reply (i) contains a value bsi
combine~r~~ ~~o~~~o” to obtain.

and the processor/A/D

surveyed target; .

and Yi, which are

c(y) = Ei (bsi - etrue) g (Yi - F)

z
g(Yi - Y)

i

where g(yi - y) = O Yi+Y

1 Yi=y

Note that the offsets & and ABS displace the look table along the y and AO
axes. However, as long as the offsets are unchanged from their values at

calibration time, the azimuth estimates are unbiased.

If, however, the survey of the calibration source is in error a bias is
introduced into all position measurements. This bias can affect ATC system
configurations that use data from more than one sensor.

%

For any given target at any given time and position there exists a cor-
responding lookup table C (y) which relates y to A6 . CT(Y) takes into
account all target charac~eristics (such as transpo$~~$ frequency and elevation)
as well as the instantaneous characteristics of the antenna, receivers, half
angle processor, etc. The consequence of using C(y), the stored lookup table,

rather than CT(Y) is to create an error in the azimuth estimates
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E = A8ind - Aetrue

= C(CT-l (A8true)) - ‘etrue
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APPENDIX B: METHOD OF DEDUCING AIRCWFT

ACTUAL TWJECTORY

A fundamental objective of many data analysis program is estimation
of an actual aircraft trajectory, given a sequence of DOsitiOn measurements
for that aircraft. The sliding window leaat squares curve fit is one tech-
nique for achieving such an estimate. The fundamental characteristic of the
procedure is the use of a sliding window to obtain a position estimate cor-
responding to a target report. The window defines all data points contained
in a fixed time period enclosing the target report for which an estimate is
desired. In this application a second order leaat squares curve fit is applied

to all applicable data points, and the “true” position is calculated from the
curve fit equations. As the procedure advances to the next target report, the
time window is also moved. This produces a sliding window which defines what
data is to be used in the curve fit procedure.

To illustrate the sliding’window procedure, assume an estimate of the
target position is desired for scan N. Target report data (range, azimuth and
time) for scans N-5 to N+5 are used..in the fit, (assming the time window is
selected to correspond to 11 scans). A least squares curve fit is determined
from the target reports, yielding equations for range and azimuth as a function
of tfme:

~(,T)= al + a2 (t - tN) + a3 (t - tn)2

0(=) = bl + b2 (t - tN) b3 (t - tn)z

In the equations, tN denotes the time associated with the target report for
scan N, and the least squares estimate of the aircraft range and azimuth would
be al,and b for scan N.

A’
Velocity and acceleration components are also avail-

able lf hea ~ng and ground speed estimates are desired.

In an actual implementation, it is not guaranteed that target reports
exist for each scan. If the number of data points in the window is less than
some minimm (typically 7), a fit is not attempted. In addition to missing
target reports, insufficient data may also exist if target report measure-
ments are flagged as “bad” data not to be used in the curve fit. However, if

the measurements for a given scan are rejected and sufficient data is still
available, a curve fit is still executed.

The bad point rejection scheme is applied independently to each curve fit
(range and azimuth), so partial position estimates may exist for some scans.
If the actual aircraft trajectory was the desired program output this would not
be useful, but in this application a partial position estimate can still be
used to calculate a measurement error in one of the two measurement coordinates .
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The use of independent range and azimuth curve fits is designed to maxi-
mize the amount of measurement error info-t ion achievable from the input
data. Independent curve fits in range and azimuth are also desirable in the
sense that poor data in one coordinate does not corrupt the quality of the
curve fit for the other coordinate. For a “tYPical” aircraft, the standard
deviation of the range measurement error is 20 -25 feet, while the standard
deviation of the azimuth measurement error is .04°. At a range of 35 miles,
the variance of the azimuth measurements would be about 150 feet, so it is
clear that azimuth errors are the dominant factor in the surveillance errors.
If an X - Y curve fit were used, azimuth errors would translate into the X and
Y curve fits, and could produce apparent range error while simultaneously
reducing the azimuth errors. The coupling that results from an X-Y curve fit
was the primary factor in selecting the range-azimuth fit for the programs.

In contrast, it is noted that the second order equations in range and
azimuth cannot model the idealized cases nomally assumed in similar curve fit
programs. If an aircraft were flying with constant acceleration on a perfectly
linear track, ideal data applied to an X-Y curve fit would produce no error.
The same data applied to a range-azimuth curve fit produces incorrect indi-
cations of errors in the measurements. Comparisons of the two techniques in
simulations and with actual data indicate that the differences in the two
techniques result in relatively small differences when averaged over many
scans. In worst caseogeometries, the differences were typically less than 10

feet in range and .02 in azimuth for aircraft at ranges greater than 10 miles
from the sensor operating at moderate speed (less than 200 knots) on basically
linear trajectories.

In selecting a range-azimuth curve fit, it was concluded that the accuracy
was sufficient for estimating the cumulative measurement errors. It also lends
itself better to bad point rejection schemes since the entire measurement does
not have to be rejected if the azimuth, for example, appears inconsistent.

Finally, a turn detection in X-Y is incorporated and used to filter out
curve fit residuals for scans on which the aircraft is turning.

Each residual is incorporated into two data bases.

1. It is combined with other residuals from the aircraft.
The output is the standard deviation of azimuth estimate
error for that aircraft.

2. It is combined with the residuals for all other aircraft.
The output is the standard deviation of all the residuals,
and standard deviation plotted vs azimuth and vs elevation. (
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